It is proved that certain incidence relations of hyperplanes and closed convex sets in a rf-polytope can be preserved while replacing these sets by suitable polytopal subsets.
A hyperplane H supports a compact set A in Ed if A<= 77+ and HC\X^ 0. A hyperplane 77 separates (strictly separates) A and B if A<^H+ and BcH_(ACH+ and 7J<=77_, respectively). For additional definitions and information the reader is referred to [1] . Remark 1. If P, Cx, ■ ■ • , Ck are as given in conjecture (d, t, k), for some rf=l, ¿=1 and 0=?=í/-1, then Vert PsUî-iQ. To establish this, let v e VertF; there exists a hyperplane 77v of F such that Hvr~\P= {v}; 77v clearly contains a /-flat Fv through v. Since Fv is a i-flat that meets P (at v), it fo|lows by the assumptions that Fv meets U<-aC<> i-e-^v( Uti Q)#0, and since [jLi QCF, Fvn(ljti QcFvnF=M ; hence v e (JLi C, and therefore Vert Fç (J*=1 Ct.
In case Ar = 1, it follows that Vert Fç Cl5 and therefore C,=F, since Ci is a convex set contained in P. As a result, conjecture (d, t, 1) is (trivially) true for all d>l and 0=?=<7-l.
We need the following : Lemma 1. If C is a convex set in Ed, x e Ed, and A and B are such that C=conv (A\jB), then every hyperplane that meets C meets conv (A Ux)u conv (7?Ux).
Proof. Let Y be defined by 7=conv (/lux)uconv (Fux); every pair of points yx and y2 of Y are connected by the polyhedral path yxxU xy2 which lies entirely in Y.
Let 77 be an arbitrary hyperplane such that Hc\C^0.
If A<=-H+ and B^H+, then conv(A u5)<=7/+, hence C<= H+, but this implies Cr\H=0-a contradiction; therefore AkjB<^H+, and similarily A\j 7?4; H_. Therefore A U7? contains a point yx in 77+ and a pointy2 in H_; yx,y2e Tsince Y^> A UF. The polyhedral path in Y that connects yx to y2 clearly meets 77, hence YC\H^0 and the proof is complete.
Corollary
1. IfP is apolytope in Ed, x e Ed, and\ertP=A \JB, then every hyperplane that meets P meets conv(/lux)Uconv(7iux).
Proof.
In this case F=conv(VertF)=conv(/i UFO, and Lemma 1 is applicable (with P=C).
Since the replacement of k compact convex sets by polytopes can be done one at a time, we state and prove the following: Theorem 2. If P is a d-polytope in Ed, Cx, ■ • • , Ck are closed convex subsets of P such that every hyperplane that meets P meets (JLi Ct, then there exists a polytope Dx in Cx such that every hyperplane that meets P meets DX(J ULa Ct. Proof of Claim 1. Assuming Theorem 3 is true, we prove Theorem 2 by induction on k. In Case k=l, Cx-P (by Remark 1), and one chooses Di = Ci.
Assume inductively that the assertion is true for k-l, k^.2, and let P, Cx, ■ ■ ■ , Ck be given as described in the statement of Theorem 2. Since the inductive assumption takes care of the cases in which Q=0 for some l^i^k, we assume that Ci9i0 for all IrS/ijfc. If CiC\Cj=0
for all l^i<j-^k, then the existence of Di with the required property is guaranteed by Theorem 3, which is assumed to hold. Otherwise, let m and n be such that CmC\Cn^0 and l^m<n^k, and let xGCmnCn.
Clearly, P together with C*, ■ • • , C*_x satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 2, hence the inductive assumption implies that there exists a polytope D* in C* such that every hyperplane that meets P meets D*\j (jk=2 Cf. then77meets Cn, since x e Gxr\C"<=:Cn and Cn is a convex set; therefore 77 meets 7)1uUi=2 Ci, and Claim 1 has been established.
Proof of Theorem 3. By induction on k, starting with the case k=\ being true by Remark 1. Assume inductively that the assertion is true for k-\, k^.2, and let P, Cx, ■ ■ ■ , Ck be given as described in the statement of Theorem 3 (assume as before that Ci9i0 for all 1 _/_&).
Suppose first that for some j, l^j'=rc, every hyperplane that meets F meets U¿-¿,-Ct. Ify'^1, then by the inductive assumption applied to F, Cx, ■ ■■ , Cj_x, Cj+X, • ■ • ,Ck, there exists a polytope Dx in Cx, such that every hyperplane that meets F meets DxKJ(\Jif£XJ C{); therefore every hyperplane that meets P meets also Dx uU¿=2 Q, as required. If/ = 1, then any choice for a £>, in Cx will do.
If Proof. If A1nconv(A2uC1)=0, then Kx and conv(A2uCj) can be strictly separated by a hyperplane F0; hence F0n ULi Q=0 ; however K~ij£0, conv(A2UCj)5¿0 and F being convex imply that Fon*P^0, which contradicts the assumption on F, Q, • • • , Ck. Therefore Kxri conv(A2UC1)?í 0 and similarly A2Oconv(A1UC1)?í0.
Take xx e Kxncon\(K2^JCx); then there are points yx e K2 and zx e Cx such that xx=Xy1 + (l-X)z1, for some 0_A_1; similarly take y2eK2C\ conv(A1uC1), then there are points x2 e Kx and z2 e Cx such that yx= iix2+(l-p)z2, for some O^^-l (see Figure 1) .
The promised segment L in C, is taken as the segment [zxz2]. Suppose a hyperplane F separates Kx and A2, so that say KX^F+ and A2cF_. Clearly Xx, x2eKxcF+ and j1; y2e K2<^F_. Since x^Ayx+il-a)zx and 0_ A_l it follows that zx e F+, and similarly72=lax2+(l-/«)z2 and O^^-l imply z2 e F_. As a result F meets the segment [zxz2\=L, and Claim 2 has been established. Claim 5. If Cx and C2 are disjoint compact convex sets in Ed, ¿?_2, {77¿|/e7} the collection of all the common supporting hyperplanes to Cx and C2, xt e H{r\Ci and yt e HiC\C2 for all i e I, then every hyperplane that meets both C, and C2 meets conv{xt|/ e 1} Uconv{ y^f e 7}.
Both Claims 4 and 5 in the case d=2 imply the following: "If Cx and C2
are disjoint compact convex sets in F2, then there exist convex quadrangles Dx and D2, 7)¿c C, for /= 1, 2, such that every hyperplane that meets both Cx and C2 meets DX\JD2\ Unfortunately, the index set 7 in Claim 5 is infinite for all rf_3, and there is no valid analogue of the last theorem for Ed, í7_3, with "convex quadrangle" replaced by "polytopes" (take, for example, two disjoint balls). Remark 3. Lemma 1 can be extended as follows:
Lemma 2. 7/C is a convex set in Ed, x e Ed, and {A¡\i e 1} are such that C=conv (J {Af\iel}, then every hyperplane that meets C meets \Jielcon\(xKJAi).
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1, hence it is omitted.
Corollary
2. If P is a poly tope in Ed, x e Ed, and {vx, ■ ■ • . vn}= Vert F, then every hyperplane that meets P meets (JLi ix, VALet a graph (= finite 1-dimensional simplicial complex) be called starshape if it has exactly «+1 vertices, one of valence « and « of valence 1, «=1.
3. IfP is a d-polytope in Ed, Cx, • ■ ■ , Ck are closed convex subsets of P, such that every hyperplane that meets P meets (JLi Ci, then there exist s tar shapes Gx,--,Gk with G^Cffor all 1 _/'_&, such that every hyperplane that meets P meets \Jk=x (/,.
Proof. There exist, by Theorem 1, polytopes Dx,---,Dk with 7)¿c C¿ for all 1 _/'_&, such that every hyperplane that meets F meets U¿=1 D{;
let x{ e Dt, and define Gt by G, = \J {[x, v(]\Vi e Vert DJ, for all 1=/=Â:. G i is a starshape, for all 1 _;'_/:, and every hyperplane that meets (J¿=i Dt meets (J*=1 G{, by Corollary 2.
